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Prompt muon contribution to the flux underwater
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We present high energy spectra and zenith-angle distributions of the atmospheric muons computed for the
depths of the locations of the underwater neutrino telescopes. We compare the calculations with the data
obtained in the Baikal and the AMANDA muon experiments. The prompt muon contribution to the muon flux
underwater due to recent perturbative QCD-based models of the charm production is expected to be observable
at the depths of the large underwater neutrino telescopes. This appears to be probable even at rather shallow
depths~1–2 km!, provided the energy threshold for muon detection is raised above;100 TeV.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.63.096004 PACS number~s!: 96.40.Tv, 95.55.Vj, 95.85.Ry
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I. INTRODUCTION

A considerable body of literature exists on estimating
contribution to cosmic ray muon fluxes that arises from
decay of charmed hadrons@1–11#. Current data on the high
energy atmospheric muon flux obtained with many surf
and underground detectors are too conflicting to provide
means of probing charm production models~see, for ex-
ample, Ref.@8#!.

Both direct and indirect measurements of the atmosph
muon flux at sea level are limited to;70 TeV for the ver-
tical and to;50 TeV for the horizontal. Statistical reliabil
ity of these data is still insufficient to evaluate the prom
muon contribution to the high-energy muon flux. Availab
energies and the accuracy of underground measurement
constrained because of the restricted size of detectors an
uncertainties in the local rock density. Deep-sea installati
have substantial advantages just due to large detector vo
and homogeneous matter. So it is relevant to discuss
potential of the large underwater neutrino detect
~AMANDA, Baikal!, in the context of the prompt muo
study, in future high-energy muon experiments.

In this paper, we present calculations on the zenith an
dependence of the high energy underwater muon flux tak
into consideration the prompt muon fraction obtained in o
of the recent perturbative QCD~PQCD! models of Pasqual
et al. @9# in which the small-x behavior of the gluon distri-
butions is probed. This PQCD calculation based on Mar
Roberts-Stirling set D2 ~MRSD-! @12# and CTEQ3@13# par-
ton distribution functions~PDF’s! includes the next-to-
leading order~NLO! corrections to the charm productio
cross sections.

Perturbative QCD models differ in the PDF sets be
employed in the NLO calculations and in the choice
renormalization and factorization scales. A dependence
these quantities of the vertical sea-level prompt lepton flu
was studied in Refs.@9,11,14#. The predictions of the PQCD
model@9# are comparable to those of the earlier quark-glu
string model@15# and the recombination quark-parton o
~see@6,8#!. The muon spectra underwater obtained with
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PQCD models and other types of charm production mod
the quark-gluon string model~QGSM! and the recombina-
tion quark-parton model~RQPM!, were partly discussed in
Ref. @10#. Here we would like to focus on variations in th
expected underwater muon fluxes caused by distinctions
tween the PDF’s used. In addition, we compare the expe
underwater muon flux to the zenith angle distributions m
sured with the Baikal neutrino telescope@16# and the Ant-
arctic Muon and Neutrino Detector Array~AMANDA ! @17#.

II. SEA-LEVEL MUON FLUXES

The atmospheric muon energy spectra and zenith a
distributions of the conventional (p,K) muons, and the
RQPM and the QGSM contribution, have been compu
using the same nuclear cascade model@8,18,19#. Let us
glance over its key assumptions.

~i! The all-particle primary spectra and chemical comp
sition are taken according to Ref.@20#. Nuclei of the primary
cosmic rays are treated as the composition of free nucle

~ii ! Feynman scaling is assumed to be valid for hadro
produced in collisions of hadrons with nuclei of the atm
sphere.

~iii ! The inelastic cross sectionsshA
inel for interactions of a

hadronh (5p,n,p6) with a nucleusA grow logarithmically
with the energy:

shA
inel~Eh!5shA

0 1sAln~Eh/1 TeV!.

~iv! The hadron production in kaon-nucleus and
charmed hadron-nucleus collisions is neglected.

~v! Charged pion is considered stable in the kinetic sta
of the nuclear cascade~not in the stage of muon production
to be sure!.

~vi! Three-particle semileptonic kaon decaysKm3 are
taken into account.

The energy spectrum of the conventional muons cal
lated for the vertical at the sea level can be approximated@8#
by the formula
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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D m
p,K~Em,0 °!55

A1~Em /E1!2(0.306111.2743y20.263y210.0252y3), 1<Em<927.65 GeV ,

A2~Em /E1!2(1.79110.304y), 927.65,Em<1587.8 GeV,

A3~Em /E1!23.672, 1587.8,Em<4.16253105 GeV,

A4~Em /E1!24, Em.4.16253105 GeV.
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Here E151 GeV, y5 log10(Em /E1), A152.9531023, A2
51.78131022, A3514.35, A45103(cm22 s21 sr21

GeV21).
The results of the calculations of the muon zenith-an

distributions at sea level are presented in Table I for h
energies 1–100 TeV. The differential energy spectra~scaled
by Em

3 ) of the conventional muons at sea level are sho
~solid! in Fig. 1 for the vertical and near horizontal directio
together with the data of the Nottingham spectrograph@21#
~one point atEm.1.3 TeV), the MUTRON spectromete
@22#, and indirect measurements@23–28#. Open circles rep-
resent the MACRO best fit for the verical direction@28#.
~The detailed comparison between the calculated muon
ergy spectra for different zenith angles and the sea-level
perimental data, in particular for large zenith angles, as w
as calculations of other authors, is made in Ref.@29#.!

Dashed and dotted lines in Fig. 1 correspond to the ve
cal muon flux including the prompt muon contributions c
culated @9# with the CTEQ3 functions~PQCD-2! and the
MRSD- set~PQCD-1!. Line 1 ~dashed! corresponds to the
MRSD- set, line 2~short dotted! corresponds to the CTEQ
PDF, both with factorization and renormalization scalesmF
52mR52mc , and with the charm quark massmc
51.3 GeV. As evident from the figure, the PQCD pred
tions depend strongly on the PDF.

For comparison there are also shown predictions of
charm production model of Volkova, Fulgione, Galeotti, a
Saavedra~VFGS! @5# ~thin! and the results obtained with th
RQPM ~dot-dashed! and the QGSM~dotted!, both for the
vertical direction~lower! and near the horizontal~up!. These
results enable one to make out the range of prompt m

TABLE I. Ratio D m
p,K(Em ,u)/D m

p,K(Em ,0°) of differential en-
ergy spectra of the conventional muons at sea level as a functio
secu.

secu Em (TeV)

1 3 5 10 30 50 100

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
2.0 1.74 1.86 1.90 1.93 1.96 1.96 1.97
3.0 2.28 2.58 2.67 2.75 2.82 2.83 2.84
4.0 2.66 3.12 3.27 3.40 3.52 3.54 3.57
5.0 2.94 3.56 3.76 3.95 4.12 4.15 4.19
10.0 3.53 4.69 5.09 5.50 5.86 5.95 6.01
15.0 3.61 5.00 5.49 5.99 6.45 6.56 6.65
20.0 3.57 5.05 5.58 6.12 6.63 6.75 6.85
40.0 3.31 4.88 5.44 6.02 6.56 6.69 6.79
57.3 3.17 4.74 5.30 5.88 6.41 6.54 6.64
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flux predictions that overspread more than one order of m
nitude at Em;1 PeV. It is interesting to note that ol
QGSM predictions@6,15# coincide practically with those o
the PQCD-2 up to;600 TeV, while the RQPM flux ap-
pears to be close to the PQCD-1 one.

As is seen from Fig. 1, atEm*20 TeV none of the above
models but the VFGS is consistent with the data of MS
@23# and Frejus@24#. Conversely, none of the charm produ
tion models under discussion contradict the LVD da
@25,30#. The VFGS, differing from the others in the extent
optimism, gives the greatest prompt muon flux that
scarcely compatible with the LVD upper limit@30#.

The ‘‘crossing energy’’Em
c (u) ~the energy around which

the fluxes of conventional and prompt muons become eq!
depends on the choice of the PDF set. The vertical cros
energyEm

c (0°) is about 200 TeV for the PQCD-1 mode
which is close to the RQPM prediction (Em

c ;150 TeV).
The vertical prompt muon flux predicted with the PQCD
model becomes dominant over the conventional one at
energiesEm*500 TeV. Therefore in order for the differ
ences between the PQCD models to be found experimen
one needs to measure muon energies above;100–
200 TeV.

of

FIG. 1. Sea-level muon fluxes for the vertical and horizont
The solid lines are for the conventional muons alone. Also sho
are the conventional muons plus the prompt muon contribution
timated with several models: the PQCD-1~dashed! and PQCD-2
~short dotted! for the vertical; the model of Volkovaet al. ~thin! for
the vertical; the RQPM~dot-dashed! and QGSM~dotted! for the
vertical ~lower! and near the horizontal~up!.
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III. MUON FLUXES UNDERWATER

Muon energy spectra and zenith angle distributions d
underwater are calculated using an analytical method@31#
~see also Ref.@8#!. By this method one can solve the proble
of the muon passing through dense matter for an arbit
ground-level muon spectrum and real energy dependenc
differential cross sections of muon-matter interactions. T
collision integral on the right-hand side of the muon tran
port equation describes the ‘‘discrete’’ energy loss of muo
due to bremsstrahlung, directe1e2 pair production and pho
tonuclear interactions.

In this paper the ionization energy loss and the part of
loss due toe1e2 pair production withv,231024 (v is the
fraction of the energy lost by the muon! is treated as a con
tinuous one: that is, the corresponding item is subtrac
from the collision integral and transferred to the left-ha
side as a partial derivative with respect to energy of the m
energy loss rate multiplied by the muon flux.

The calculations of the prompt muon fluxes underwate
different zenith angles were performed with the parame
ization of the sea-level muon differential spectra~PQCD-1,2!
taken from Ref.@9#.

Omitting details, we dwell on a factor that may be use
in correcting the underwater muon flux, provided that it
crudely estimated with the continuous energy loss appr
mation ~see Ref.@31#!. This factor is the ratioRd/c of the
integral muon fluxI m

disc(Em ,h,u), computed for discrete~sto-
chastic! muon energy losses, to the fluxI m

cont(Em ,h,u) esti-
mated with the continuous loss approximation. In Table
the ratioRd/c is given as a function of the water depth a
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zenith angle for muon energies above 10 GeV. As is seen
effect of discrete energy loss for the large depth is far fr
being small:Rd/c is about 2 for the depth value of;10 km
w.e. The ratio is slightly affected by zenith-angular depe
dence of the sea-level muon flux. More precisely, theRd/c

depends both on the ‘‘spectral index’’ of the muon flux a
geometric factor of secu. The former varies weakly with
zenith angle while the latter plays more important role in t
Rd/c defining the thickness of water layerX5h secu that a
muon overpasses (h indicates the vertical depth in km!.

For water the ratioRd/c as a function of the slant depthX
can be approximated with accuracy better than;10% as

TABLE II. Ratio Rd/c5I m
disc/I m

cont at Em.10 GeV.

u secu h ~km w.e.!

~degrees! 1 2 3 4

0 1.0 1.02 1.05 1.09 1.15
60 2.0 1.04 1.14 1.31 1.58
70.53 3.0 1.08 1.30 1.74 2.54
75.52 4.0 1.12 1.55 2.53 4.79
78.46 5.0 1.20 1.96 4.07 10.7
80.40 6.0 1.30 2.60 7.21 28.7
81.79 7.0 1.43 3.57 13.8 89.5
82.82 8.0 1.58 5.00 28.7 284
83.62 9.0 1.74 7.10 63.5 769
84.26 10.0 1.92 10.5 151 2320
Rd/c~X!5H 0.9910.02X16.7431024X3, 1<X,12 km,

1.4310.054 exp@~X21.19!/3.64#, 12<X<35 km.
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The effect of the discrete loss increases as the muon en
grows. The energy dependence of the ratioRd/c is adequately
illustrated by the following: for the depth of 12 km w.e
Rd/c.2.5 atEm510 GeV andRd/c.4.0 atEm51 TeV.

In Fig. 2 we present a comparison between the expe
muon vertical depth-intensity relation in water and the d
obtained in underwater experiments~see, for review, Refs
@8# and @16#!, including recent measurements in th
AMANDA-B4 experiment @17#. The computation was per
formed with water parameters:%51 g/cm3, ^Z&
57.47, ^A&514.87, ^Z/A&50.5525, ^Z2/A&53.77. The
muon energy loss per 1 g/cm2 in ice is considered to be
equal that in water but% ice50.92 g/cm3. The calculations
are presented for the muon residual energy~threshold of the
detection! Em>1 GeV ~solid! and Em>20 GeV ~dashed!.
This difference needs to be considered especially for sha
depth.

Figures 3 and 4 show a comparison of the predicted m
zenith angle distribution~without considering the promp
gy

ed
a

w

n

muon contribution! with the measurements in the neutrin
telescopes NT-36@16# and AMANDA @17#.

The line in Fig. 3 presents the calculation for the mu
threshold energyEm510 GeV at depthh51.15 km. Our
calculation is in reasonable agreement with the meas
ments of the NT-36 at all but the angle range 80–84°. In F
4, the upper line relates to the flux at the depthh
51.60 km w.e. calculated for the muon residual ener
Em>20 GeV, the lower one relates toh51.68 km w.e. for
the same energy threshold. The difference illustrates the
sible effect of an uncertainty in determining the avera
‘‘trigger depth’’ @17# ~relating to the center of gravity of al
hit optical modules in the AMANDA-B4 experiment!. The
computed angle distribution agrees fairly well with th
AMANDA-B4 data including zenith anglesu.70°.

The contributions of the (p,K) and prompt muons under
water to zenith angle distribution atEm.100 TeV calcu-
lated for four values of depths~of 1.15–4 km! are shown in
Fig. 5. Here we present the results obtained with
4-3
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PQCD-1~dashed! and the PQCD-2~dotted!. It is interesting
to note that the dashed line representing the PQCD-1 pro
muon contribution twice intersects the line of the conve
tional flux at h51.15 km: near the vertical and atu
;75 °. This can occur because of the different zenith an
dependence of the conventional muon flux and the pro
muon one. And this means that at a depth of 1.15 km
nearly doubled muon event rate~for Em.100 TeV) would
be observed in the 0–75° range, instead of the rate expe
due to conventional muons alone.

FIG. 2. Vertical muon flux as a function of water depth. T
lines correspond to thep,K muons calculated with the muon re
sidual energy above 1 GeV~solid! and above 20 GeV~dashed!.

FIG. 3. Zenith angle distribution of the muon flux underwa
measured by Baikal NT-36@16#.
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There is no intersection of the PQCD-2 line ath
51.15 km up tou;85°. The intersection point shifts to
smaller zenith angles with increasing depth. For a depth o
km ~nearly the AMANDA depth! it is possible to observe
prompt muon fluxes that would be expected with t
PQCD-2 at not too large angles (;70°). It should be men-
tioned that the underwater prompt muon flux will be d
torted in a large zenith angle region because the angle
ropy approximation considered for the predictions of t
PQCD models is valid only atu&70° andEm&103 TeV.

The depth dependence of the muon flux underwate
zenith angle of;78° ~Fig. 6! indicates that in the case of th
PQCD-1 one can observe the doubling of the muon flux
the Baikal depth of 1.15 km forEm>100 TeV. At a depth

FIG. 4. Zenith angle distributions of the muon flux underwa
measured with the AMANDA-B4@17#.

FIG. 5. Fluxes of muons above 100 TeV at water depthh
51.15, 2, 3, 4 km~from top to bottom! as a function of cosine of
the zenith angle.
4-4
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;2 km the same takes place even with the lesser pro
muon flux predicted with the PQCD-2 model.

Figure 7 shows muon integral energy spectra at a de
h51.15 km ~Baikal! and 2 km~AMANDA ! and for cosu
50.2 (u.78.5°). Also presented are the predictions of t
prompt muon flux issued from the PQCD-1~dashed! and
PQCD-2 ~dotted!. The crossing energiesEm

c (u) at the
AMANDA depth are less than the ones at the Baikal de
by a factor of;3. In particular, the PQCD-1 model give
Em

c (u.78.5°)'30 TeV at h52 km and Em
c (78.5°)

'100 TeV at a depth of 1.15 km. The same quantity cal
lated with PQCD-2 is 100 and 250 TeV, respectively.

One can see~Fig. 7! that the AMANDA depth
(;2 km) gives, in a sense, the definite advantage in co
parison with the Baikal one. Indeed, in the former case
assumed threshold energy is less, the muon flux differe
between the PQCD-1 model and the PQCD-2 one is la
~up to two orders of magnitude!, and the expected event ra
remains approximately equal to the rate at the Baikal de

It should be pointed out that muon residual energies
low ;10 TeV and zenith angleu&75° would be available
~see Ref.@10# for a discussion!, in the above context, in
future high-energy muon experiments with the NESTO
deep-sea detector@32# which is expected to deploy at a dep
of about 4 km.

IV. SUMMARY

Energy spectra and zenith angle distributions of the atm
spheric muons at high energies have been calculated fo
depths from 1 to 4 km that correspond to the depths of
eration of large underwater neutrino telescopes. The est
tion of the prompt muon contribution performed with th
PQCD-1,2 shows that the crossing energyEm

c above which
the prompt muon flux becomes dominant over the conv
tional one, is within the range of;200–;500 TeV at sea-

FIG. 6. The muon flux underwater against depth at cosu50.2.
The contributions shown are the conventional muons~solid! and the
prompt muons due to the PQCD-1~dashed! and the PQCD-2 mode
~dotted!.
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level, depending on the choice of the parton distributi
functions. For the flux underwater at a zenith angle;78°,
the PQCD-1 model leads to the valueEm

c .30 TeV (h
52 km) and Em

c .100 TeV (h51.15 km). The corre-
sponding crossing energies for the PQCD-2 model areEm

c

.100 andEm
c .250 TeV.

The absolute value of the muon flux underwater arou
Em

c depends on the charm production model. This circu
stance enables, in principle, bounds to be put on the ch
production cross section based on measurements of ze
angle distributions of the muon flux at high energies. In p
ticular, PDF sets under discussion, the MRSD- and
CTEQ3, differ in the small-x behavior of the gluon distribu-
tion: xg(x);x2l, where l.0.29–0.35 for the CTEQ3
againstl50.5 for the MRSD- set.~See Ref.@14# for the l
dependence of the sea-level prompt muon flux.! These PDF’s
yield inclusive cross sections of charmed particles produ
in nucleon-air collisions and charm production cross secti
that diverge rapidly from each other with increasing ener
For muon energies above 100 TeV and for cosu50.2 these
differences lead to the fact that prompt muon flux predic
with the PQCD-1 exceeds the flux arising from the PQCD
model by a factor of about 4 ath51.15 km or about 5 at
h52 km.

In conclusion we outline three probable ways for solvi
of the prompt muon problem in the underwater experimen
First, one can measure zenith angle dependence of the m
flux in the energy region of 50–100 TeV~see Fig. 5!: the
expected event rate with the Baikal NT-200 is about 20
300 per year per steradian, supposing that the effective
of NT-200 is 104 m2 for Em>100 TeV @33#.

Second, the flux with muon energiesEm>100 TeV mea-
sured as a function of depth~say, in depth region about 0.8
1.2 km! at a given zenith angle (;78°), could enable the
charm production models to be discriminated~see Fig. 6! at

FIG. 7. Integral muon spectra underwater at zenith angleu
578.5° at a depth of 1.15 km~upper! and of 2 km~lower!. The
contributions shown are the conventional muons~solid! and the
prompt muons~dashed and dotted!.
4-5
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the event rate level of about 200 per year per steradian.
And last, one can attempt to extract information on t

prompt muon flux underwater from muon integral spec
being measured at a given depth and at a given zenith a
~Fig. 7!. In this case the event rate is a factor 7 less than
the previous one~with the NT-200 capabilities!. It should be
pointed out that the AMANDA depth of;2 km provides
some advantage: the threshold energy is less, the muon
difference between the PQCD-1 model prediction and
PQCD-2 one is greater, and the expected event rate rem
approximately equal to that at the Baikal depth.
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